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ABOUT BCS

For over 30 years, BCS has served our client 
partners with virtually all of their surplus and 
end-of-life asset needs. We host a massive  
nationwide footprint and over 250,000 square feet  
of warehouse space between multiple locations 

across the United States. We are uniquely qualified to solve all asset and excess waste  
challenges that businesses, like yours, face on a daily basis while being environmentally  
responsible by striving for maximum landfill diversion. 

TRUST. DEDICATION. BCS.



BULLDOG LIQUIDATORS

BCS’ capabilities don’t stop at recycling. 
As a subsidiary of BCS, Bulldog Liquidators insures your 
excess surplus is re-used to its maximum potential. BCS  
doesn’t “cherry pick” your unused assets;  
WE TAKE EVERYTHING, therefore Bulldog  
guarantees what is salvageable is re-used and BCS  
assures what isn’t salvageable is handled in an  
environmentally responsible way. 

TRUST. RESPONSIBILITY. BCS.



CERTIFIED AND LICENSED

TRUST. ACCOUNTABILITY. BCS.

BCS cultivates value-driven partnerships to provide 
TRUSTED end-of-life asset management and 
recycling services. We are R2 and ISO 14001 

certified to handle any asset-specific need that your 
company is responsible for. 

We hold ourselves accountable of respecting your 
company’s processes and abiding by your brand’s 

regulations and mandates to avoid channel 
conflict, security breaches, or other issues. We 

ensure this by undergoing annual audits and 
personal inspections from our country’s largest 
brands like Amazon, Costco, Dick’s, Granger, and 

more.



PROCESSING CAPABILITIES

TRUST. PROCESS. BCS.

PRODUCT ACQUISITION

SORTING

ACTION

REPORTING

ALL OF OUR WAREHOUSES RECEIVE THOUSANDS OF POUNDS OF EXCESS SURPLUS EVERY DAY. WE PICK UP YOUR 
PRODUCT, SHIP IT TO OUR NEAREST WAREHOUSE, AND PREPARE THE CONTENTS FOR SORTING.

BCS USES ITS OWN PROPRIETARY SORTING PROCESS CALLED SMART SORT AND SEPARATION™. WE WILL 
SORT YOUR PRODUCTS INTO APPROPRIATE CATEGORIES, IN ACCORDANCE WITH YOUR BRAND’S SPECIFIC 
REQUIREMENTS AND INTERNAL STRATEGIES.

WE WILL TAKE THE NECESSARY STEPS TO RECYCLE, RE-USE, OR DISPOSE OF YOUR PRODUCTS IN AN 
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY MANNER.

WITHIN 30 DAYS, WE WILL PREPARE A CUSTOM REPORT THAT TRACKS THE RESULTS AND FINAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF YOUR UNUSED GOODS.



ASSET DISPOSITION

TRUST. PROCESS. BCS.

WHAT BCS DOES

INBOUND SUPPLY

ACQUISITION - SORTING - ACTION - REPORTING

RESELL RECYCLE
RETAIL STORES (BULLDOG)

ONLINE SALES (AMAZON & EBAY)

ONLINE AUCTIONS (BULLDOG)

REPAIR
VAR

GLOBAL NETWORK WHOLESALE
SCRAP

At BCS, we take your unused 
assets seriously. 

We also understand that TIME 
equates to VALUE. 

BCS will always abide by your 
company’s standards and handle 

the logistics efficiently with 
speed, precision, and full 

transparency, so you are always 
up to speed about how we’re 

handling your product.



TRUST. RESELL. BCS.

Utilizing BCS’ ability to resell surplus or previously unused 
inventory throughout any of our nationwide warehouse 

locations, we push ourselves to deliver the highest monetary 
return back to your company.

We use a variety of services, both in-house and third party, to resell items that both meet our 
standard of quality and follows your company’s conflict restrictions. 

RESELLING

IN-STORE RETAIL LOCATIONS 
ONLINE SALES 
ONLINE LIVE AUCTIONS



I.T. ASSET DISPOSITION

TRUST. TECHNOLOGY. BCS.

Testing, Diagnostics & Refurbishment

BCS’ IT Asset Disposition staff is fully trained and certified to test, screen, refurbish, recycle and 
resell technology-based hardware and devices.

Since BCS is R2 certified, it is required that we fully test assets 
for proper functionality. At our many nationwide facilities, we also 
grade and clean all received devices. If applicable, we run a 
series of diagnostic tests, as well as wipe clean all data 
containing devices to strip them of any proprietary data. 

Using our proprietary SaaS-based enterprise resource planning 
system, each qualified asset is entered into our database by serial 
number and a number of other asset specific identifiers and 
specifications. Each asset is affixed with a system generated 
unique ID (UID) barcode sticker, allowing us a solid means to track 
each client asset through every step of our value added IT Asset 
Disposition program. 

Asset Tracking



I.T. ASSET DISPOSITION CONT…

TRUST. SECURITY. BCS.

Reintroduction & Remarketing
In order to minimize electronic waste, each applicable asset is made 
available for sale into qualified secondary markets. Through a vast number 
of sales channels, BCS ensures our clients the highest return all 
decommissioned or excess IT & enterprise related electronics.

Data containing devices are wiped to National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) 800-88 or Department of Defense (DoD) 5220.22M data 
erasure standards. Data containing devices that fail to boot, mount, detect, 
or are otherwise inaccessible are physically destroyed to protect any and all 
proprietary information contained within. Certificates of Data Destruction 
are provided for all software data eradication and physical destruction jobs.

Reporting
BCS can provide secure online access and full audit reports for each load 
of inbound equipment that we receive. Our ITAD reports offer in-depth and 
itemized information in order to keep our clients 100% up to date on the 
status of their unused assets, including financial disclosures. 

Data Security



So, why go with BCS?
• We have been a trusted leader in the industry 

for 30 years 

• We maximize the value of your un-used surplus 

• We operate on a nationwide scale through our 
many warehouses and retail locations 

• We are registered on both state and federal 
levels 

• We hold multiple certifications through Orion 
Registrar, Inc. 

• We are R2 and ISO 14001 certified 

• We exceed our industry’s standards by 
protecting our partner’s interests

We measure our success by the amount of repeat business we’ve received over the years. 
BCS has earned its position in the industry by mastering 4 major tenets:

RECYCLE, RE-USE, REPAIR, and REPORT



THE FOUR R’S: RECYCLE

TRUST. RECYCLE. BCS.

BCS has been a leader in environmental responsibility for over 30 years. We hold multiple 
recycling certifications to assure we remain the most trusted resource for every reverse 
logistical need. More importantly, BCS strives for 100% landfill diversion for almost every 

product received and that’s why the nation’s largest companies trust us to be their partner for 
world class recycling.



THE FOUR R’S: RE-USE

TRUST. RE-USE. BCS.

Looking to profit from your unsellable inventory? Between our multiple repair divisions and 6 
nationwide Bulldog Liquidator locations and auction sites, we have every tool to solve our 

partner’s unsellable or unusable asset needs. Our dedication to excellence includes no brand 
channel conflict and your full understanding of what we do with your products, thus giving 

you the information and piece of mind that your asset’s value was maximized.



THE FOUR R’S: REPAIR

TRUST. REPAIR. BCS.

Our nationwide repair facilities and expert teams allow us to repair most products whether it 
is furniture, electronics, or other items. BCS is here to give your defective products a second 

life.



THE FOUR R’S: REPORT

TRUST. REPORT. BCS.

We understand that every business has unique requirements, so we create custom solutions 
for each of our partner’s needs. We are able to measure and report back your assets’ 

environmental impact through our certified recycling and disposal services. Also, our landfill 
and EPA reporting allows your organization the assurance of knowing where and how your 

material was disposed.



NATIONWIDE FOOTPRINT

TRUST. WIDESPREAD. BCS.

Lucas Huffman 805-807-6554 lucas@scrapdr.com



OUR NATIONWIDE PARTNERS

TRUST. PARTNERSHIP. BCS.



2018 FACTS

TRUST. ACCOMPLISHMENT. BCS.

4 MILLION cell phones processed. That equates to over              
1 MILLION pounds of mobile hardware in the calendar year.

BCS celebrated its largest purchase for outdoor furniture with 
over 95 large trailer loads in one transaction.

In 2018, BCS averaged 20,100 pallets of general salvage and 
recycling loads per month.

Over 5,000 TONS of scrap steel & e-waste was processed and 
sold throughout the entire calendar year.



CONTACT BCS

TRUST.

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS

8735 Remmet Ave 
Canoga Park, CA 91304

Toll Free: 888-286-7188 
Telephone: 818-341-4820 

Fax: 818-341-0010
Email: info@scrapdr.com

MIKE BAKER
Business Development
mbaker@scrapdr.com

603-235-6239

AMY SADIKOFF

AMY SADIKOFF BEN MANHAN
Business Development Business Development

amy@scrapdr.com ben@scrapdr.com
818-477-7833 818-274-2260
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